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A Game-Changing Compliance
Management System
Identify and correct compliance issues faster and easier than ever.

Real-Time Compliance. Automatic Results.
In the ongoing quest to achieve and maintain compliance with EPA and OSHA regulations,
you need real-time solutions that your organization can manage on its own, while keeping
overhead down and instilling a culture of compliance throughout. Enter AuditPRO. Years of
consulting experience are instilled in this intuitive, turnkey tool.
AuditPRO combines smart protocols with actionable findings and corrective
recommendations, all contained within an easy to use, mobile platform.
With AuditPRO, the results are automatic. Issues are identified through intuitive survey
questions and automatically linked to a pre-populated database of reference points. You
immediately know the citation, the potential fine value and action steps to resolve any
compliance issue identified.

The Future of Compliance Management, Here Today
•

AuditPRO is a web-based portal system that enables a comprehensive set
of self-directed compliance and reporting activities, ensuring a thorough and
accurate audit.

•

AuditPRO enhances an organization’s ability to perform regular, no-cost spot
inspections with data collection, reporting, and management capabilities that
exceed the capabilities of most (if not all) consulting firms.

•

Using such advanced features as handwriting recognition, photo capturing, and
intelligent logic, AuditPRO instinctively guides you through state-specific OSHA
and EPA protocols, regardless of who is executing the audit.

•

AuditPRO is affordably priced with a low monthly subscription fee, no installation
expense, no upfront fees, and no equipment costs required.

Log into the web portal for
details and recommendations
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Key Features:

Results are
securely
uploaded to
the Audit Pro
server
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Audit Pro
guides you
through a
self-audit
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Assign tasks
to your team
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HARDWARE
All necessary hardware is provided at no cost
to you, including tablet computers, charging
stations, battery docks, and more.
NETWORK
AuditPRO hardware connects directly to our
proprietary database through any secure channel.
SOFTWARE
Our proprietary, web-based audit software is
pre-loaded and auto-updated to meet frequently
changing protocols.
DATABASE
Custom database collects and sorts the multitude
of audit data, linking the results to libraries of
regulatory citations and making recommendations
based on industry best practices.

REPOSITORY
AuditPRO subscribers can store relevant
documents in a secure online repository. Plus,
access professionally-developed, editable
policy templates and training plans to fast track
your success.
ISSUE MANAGEMENT
Easily assign compliance-related issues to an
unlimited number of users in the AuditPRO
system. Users will see only what is assigned to
them, and they have the ability to create action
plans to resolve each issue. Managers can track
progress along the way.
REPORTING
The results of your audits are delivered real-time
through a web-based environmental dashboard,
immediately available for review from any device
that has internet access.

An Indispensable Compliance Management
Solution for Colleges and Universities:
AuditPRO is an ideal, low-cost answer in situations where
compliance with EPA, OSHA, and/or fire safety standards is a
concern. This web-based platform is the only product in the
marketplace offering a campus-centric EPA/OSHA/fire safety
automated management and assessment tool (patent pending).
In addition to providing staff with easy access to a library of
compliance guidelines, AuditPRO’s web portal is designed
to give senior management real-time, visual dashboard
assessments of campus compliance vulnerabilities, identifying
the code citation as well as the recommended corrective action
for each and every finding within the system.

How It Works:
1. AuditPRO intuitively guides any surveyor through the audit process using our proprietary software
on a mobile device, asking only relevant questions based on the answers provided.
2. When an issue is identified, the surveyor is prompted by the program to take a picture and real-time
alerts are provided if dangerous conditions are detected.

The digital camera is
automatically tied into the
program, no need to keep
track of separate files.

You can view any images captured
during the audit for each issue.

3. At the end of the survey and upon synchronization of the mobile device with our proprietary
database the results of the survey and corrective actions are immediately displayed on the online
environmental dashboard.

The system displays the regulatory citation for every
violation.

The system provides an editable suggested corrective and
preventive action for every violation.

See images of violations for each incident.

4. From that same dashboard, an account administrator can instantly see a report card of their
organization’s compliance, displaying summaries of all the issues, categories, potential fines,
and locations. These are displayed by priority to help you prioritize corrective actions. The
dashboard also keeps a real-time tally of fines avoided year-to-date.

5. Administrators can drill down on any element of the charts, assigning specific users to take
corrective actions.
6. Users of the program are immediately notified of compliance issues assigned to them.

Assign users to correct specific issues. The system sends
automatic email notifications to users.

You can drill down on any of the charts to review
specific details.

Administrators have the option to edit suggested
corrective actions.
Non-admin users see only the calendar and issues
assigned to them.

7. Action plans created by the assigned user from the dashboard are tracked to ensure completion.

View calendar and trend charts.

Assigned users can create Action Plans for each
assigned issue.

The system includes a deep Repository of OSHA, EPA
and Training templates, documents and more.

The system allows you to create, save and share reports.

Key Benefits
•

Affordable monthly pricing with no
installation expense, no upfront fees and
no equipment costs

•

Perform a comprehensive audit with little
or no compliance expertise necessary

•

Use AuditPRO as your EMS or let it work
alongside your existing EMS

•

Go beyond typical auditing tools to gain
both protocols and corrective actions

•

Instill a culture of compliance across your
organization

•

Benefit from a cloud-based subscription
tool that costs less than a part-time entrylevel employee

Build and display only the information you need in seconds.

Recurring reports can be scheduled to automatically
distribute to an unlimited number of email recipients.

Try risk free for 60 days.

Contact Us
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